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Why Rust?
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Why Rust?

Why are C and C++ unsafe?Why are C and C++ unsafe?

● Buffer Overflows
● Uncontrolled Format Strings
● Memory Leaks
● Null Dereferencing
● Dangling Pointers
● Race Conditions
● Array Index out of Bounds

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buffer_overflow
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncontrolled_format_string
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory_leak
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Null_pointer#Null_Dereferencing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dangling_pointer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Race_condition#Software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_programming_languages_(array)#Array_system_cross-reference_list
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Why Rust?

Why are high-level languages slower?Why are high-level languages slower?

Because they use an Because they use an interpreterinterpreter and/or a  and/or a garbage collectorgarbage collector..

These mechanisms make the execution of a program These mechanisms make the execution of a program safersafer  
and and prevent memory leaksprevent memory leaks..

They also provide They also provide strong abstraction from the hardwarestrong abstraction from the hardware. It . It 
is then is then easier and faster to develop a programeasier and faster to develop a program..

But unfortunately, this comes with a runtime cost.But unfortunately, this comes with a runtime cost.
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Why Rust?

What is Rust?What is Rust?

““RustRust is a systems programming language  is a systems programming language 
that runs blazingly fast, prevents segfaults, that runs blazingly fast, prevents segfaults, 

and guarantees thread safety.” and guarantees thread safety.” (1)(1)

(1) https://www.rust-lang.org/en-US/index.html
(2) https://doc.rust-lang.org/book/second-edition/ch01-00-introduction.html

““Its design lets you create programs that Its design lets you create programs that 
have the performance and control of a low-have the performance and control of a low-

level language, but with the powerful level language, but with the powerful 
abstractions of a high-level language.abstractions of a high-level language.” ” (2)(2)

““RustRust is a programming language that’s focused  is a programming language that’s focused 
on safety, speed, and concurrency.on safety, speed, and concurrency.” ” (2)(2)

https://www.rust-lang.org/en-US/index.html
https://doc.rust-lang.org/book/second-edition/ch01-00-introduction.html
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Why Rust?

FeaturingFeaturing (1)

(1) https://www.rust-lang.org/en-US/index.html

● Zero-Cost AbstractionZero-Cost Abstraction
● Move SemanticsMove Semantics
● Guaranteed Memory SafetyGuaranteed Memory Safety
● Threads Without Data RacesThreads Without Data Races
● Trait-Based GenericsTrait-Based Generics
● Pattern MatchingPattern Matching
● Type InferenceType Inference
● Minimal RuntimeMinimal Runtime
● Efficient C BindingsEfficient C Bindings

https://www.rust-lang.org/en-US/index.html
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Rust is Fast

Source: http://greenlab.di.uminho.pt/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/sleFinal.pdf

http://greenlab.di.uminho.pt/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/sleFinal.pdf
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Rust is Popular

In a “Stack Overflow” survey, Rust is the most loved In a “Stack Overflow” survey, Rust is the most loved 
programming language for the seventh year in a row.programming language for the seventh year in a row.

https://survey.stackoverflow.co/2022/#most-loved-dreaded-and-wanted-language-love-dread

https://survey.stackoverflow.co/2022/#most-loved-dreaded-and-wanted-language-love-dread
https://survey.stackoverflow.co/2022/#most-loved-dreaded-and-wanted-language-love-dread
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Resources

● Official Website:

https://www.rust-lang.org/

● Rust Playground:

https://play.rust-lang.org/

● The Rust community’s crate registry:

https://crates.io/

● The Book

https://doc.rust-lang.org/book/

https://www.rust-lang.org/
https://play.rust-lang.org/
https://crates.io/
https://doc.rust-lang.org/book/
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